
Free 30-Day Plan to Grow 
Your Twitter Following 
A daily workbook to grow your Twitter 
following and improve your brand presence
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Twitter Presence Growth Tracker
Before you start your 30 Day Twitter Plan, make sure you’re able to 
track your progress. Fill out column 1 the day before you start and 
fill column 2 out the day after you’ve finished. You should be able to 
calculate each metric by viewing your Twitter analytics dashboard.

Day 0 Day 31 % Growth

Follower count

Average impressions per day

Average engagement rate

Profile visits per day

Mentions per day

Average response rate time

https://blog.hootsuite.com/twitter-analytics-guide/


Most copy should flow 
through on centred column

MORE THAN 145 MILLION PEOPLE turn to Twitter every day to 
connect with trends, ideas, and real-time updates. With this 30-day 
plan, you’ll be given a new task you can do once a day to learn how to 
seize every opportunity. From growing your following to converting 
leads, lay the foundations for a strong Twitter marketing routine one 
day at a time. 

Whether you use Hootsuite to generate a report or another system, record key metrics 
so that you can use them to track your progress moving forward.

Day 1: Establish benchmarks
Start your 30-Day Twitter plan by laying down the foundation. It’s time to 
measure up and see where your Twitter account currently stands. 

How many followers do you have?  

How many impressions do you earn on average per day?  

What is your average engagement and click-through rate?  

What is your average response time?
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https://blog.hootsuite.com/twitter-statistics/


Day 2: Set a clear goal
Think about your business objectives and how Twitter can help you 
achieve them. Would you like to grow more followers? Increase 
awareness about a new product? Improve your customer response time? 
 
Once you’ve decided, make your goal concrete with the SMART framework: 

Specific: Set a clear target, such as how many followers you’d like to earn.  
 

Measurable: Determine what metrics and tools you can use to track your success 
 

Attainable: Plan how you will achieve your goal.   
 

Relevant: Tie your goal back to broader business objectives.  
 

Timely: Set a deadline.
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Day 3: Learn about your audience
Whether you’re just getting to know your followers, or you’re already 
pretty familiar, today’s the day to take your relationship to the next level. 
Twitter recently removed its Audience Insights tab, but don’t let that stop 
you. There are tons of tools that can help with this, including Hootsuite, 
Audiense, and Tweetsmap. Otherwise, visit Twitter Analytics and derive 
insights from engagement metrics. Take a look at your top followers. View 
their profiles to see what kind of content they engage with most via the 
Tweets and Replies and Likes tabs. 

Record your findings and any content ideas they spark. 

Bonus activity: Start social listening with your refined keyword list. Set up Hootsuite 
Twitter streams so you can monitor them. Or make a plan to search and listen to 
conversations with these terms more often.

Day 4: Fine-tune your keywords
It’s time to strengthen your core keyword searches. Jot down keywords 
associated with your business and industry and plug them into Twitter’s 
search form. As you scroll through the results, look for related hashtags 
and words. Keep an eye out for emerging buzzwords and trends, too. If 
your keywords provide a lot of irrelevant results, identify terms you can 
exclude these results in future searches. For example, if you run a vegan 
brand, you might add “vegetarian” to your list of terms to exclude so you 
can focus on more relevant posts.
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https://analytics.twitter.com/about
https://blog.hootsuite.com/social-listening-business/
https://help.hootsuite.com/hc/en-us/articles/115002205467-Add-a-Twitter-stream
https://help.hootsuite.com/hc/en-us/articles/115002205467-Add-a-Twitter-stream
https://twitter.com/search-advanced
https://twitter.com/search-advanced


Use two columns for 
special cases. 

Content that you want 
to highlight differently, 
captions, list, or other 
unique copy.

Day 5: Scope out your competitors 
Aim to make a list of your top five competitors on Twitter. You probably 
already know a few, but if you don’t, search with competitive keywords on 
Google. For example, if you run a hair salon in Vancouver, try “Vancouver 
hair salon” or “best hair salon in Vancouver.” 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Bonus activity: After today’s deep dive, make a habit out of checking in on these 
competitors. Set up a Hootsuite Stream to track accounts, and integrate Brandwatch to 
monitor sentiment and social share of voice.

Strengths: What are you doing better than 
your competitors?

Opportunities: What angles, niches, or avenues 
can you pursue to set your brand apart? 

Weaknesses: Where are you falling behind 
your competitors? 

Threats: Does customer sentiment or 
competitor growth pose a threat to your brand? 

Once you’ve found five, perform a SWOT analysis. Use this matrix to identify:
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Day 6: Track your mentions 
Get ready to go beyond your @ mentions. Not everyone talking about your 
brand will tag you in their post. But that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t show 
up for it. Run a prelim search of your brand name on Twitter. Keep your eye 
out for variations and misspellings. Have popular products? Start tracking 
them, too. Think about it this way: If Netflix only tracked “Netflix,” it would 
miss out on convos about Ru Paul’s Drag Race, Grace and Frankie, and 
more. And we can’t have that.

Day 7: Tone up on sentiment  
So far we’ve learned about your audience, competitors, and what people 
are saying. But how are they feeling? Dial in on the tone of conversations 
with sentiment analysis. This can be done manually—or sped up with tools 
like Hootsuite and Brandwatch. Gauge whether conversations about your 
brand or a topic are negative, positive, or neutral. Get more granular by 
noting if posts express joy, optimism, sadness, anger, or other emotions. 

Use this analysis to inform your audience insights, customer service and overall brand 
messaging.
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https://blog.hootsuite.com/social-media-sentiment-analysis-tools/#measure


Day 8: Refine your brand voice 
With one week of social research under your belt, let’s refine your brand 
voice and stretch those social vocal chords. Haven’t given brand voice 
much thought yet? Give your brand a personality test.

If it was a celebrity, who would it be?  

Pick three or four descriptive adjectives.  

 
Then think about your Twitter audience. The best brands know how 
to speak to their followers. Brush up on Internet slang, social media 
acronyms, and think about how your tone should vary from platform to 
platform. The way your brand talks on Twitter will likely be different from 
how it talks on LinkedIn. 

If you’ve already established your brand voice, look back at tweets that had the most 
engagement. See what style and tone connects most and turn it up. 

Day 9: Update your profile + bio 
Today calls for a little self-care. Check in with your profile, and make sure 
you’re using it to its full potential. Could your profile photo and banner 
image use a refresh? Are they up to spec (banner: 1500x500 pixels, profile 
photo 400x400 pixels)? Does your background and color theme need a 
makeover? Are you making the most of your 160-character Twitter bio? 
Should your location be specific, “global,” or something witty like “In Your 
Fridge?” Do you want to link to your website’s home page, or another 
landing page? 
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https://blog.hootsuite.com/how-to-build-an-authentic-voice-on-social/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/how-to-build-an-authentic-voice-on-social/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/social-media-acronyms-marketers-know/#:~:text=SRP%3A%20Social%20Relationship%20Platform&text=Look%20no%20further%3A%20Hootsuite%20is%20a%20social%20relationship%20platform.
https://blog.hootsuite.com/social-media-acronyms-marketers-know/#:~:text=SRP%3A%20Social%20Relationship%20Platform&text=Look%20no%20further%3A%20Hootsuite%20is%20a%20social%20relationship%20platform.
https://blog.hootsuite.com/social-media-image-sizes-guide/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/twitter-bio-ideas/


Day 10: Create content themes  
Coming up with good tweets day in and day out gets challenging. That’s 
where themes come in. A good theme makes creating good tweets a 
habit you can stick to. Develop broad content categories that you can tie 
back to your business goals. Want to promote awareness? Plan to share 
statistics, facts, infographics, or FAQs periodically. Want to establish your 
brand as a thought leader? Consider sharing ideas, motivational quotes, 
or noteworthy articles. Define what types of content you want to retweet, 
too. This approach allows you to mix things up while delivering consistent 
quality and visual styles to your audience.

Theme one

 
Theme two

 
Theme three

 
Theme four

 
Theme five

Congrats!  
You’ve completed 
your first 10 days. 

1/3
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Day 11: Get culturally relevant 
We’ve all logged on to Twitter only to realize it’s International Hug Your Cat 
Day (June 4) or Two Different Coloured Shoes Day (May 3) too late. Don’t let 
this happen to you. Spend time today researching holidays, anniversaries, 
and yes, “international days” so you can plan ahead. Pick occasions that 
make sense for your brand and look for ways to join the conversation. 
Twitter research finds that a brand’s cultural involvement informs 25% 
of a consumer’s purchase decision. And as Twitter’s Marketing Calendar 
reveals, these moments spur a lot of action. With the right hashtags, this 
content can boost the discoverability of your account. 

Important upcoming date 

 
Important upcoming date 

 
Important upcoming date 

 
Important upcoming date 

 
Important upcoming date

Bonus activity: Schedule a tweet for at least one important upcoming date in your 
Hootsuite dashboard.
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https://marketing.twitter.com/na/en/insights/brands-plus-culture-plus-twitter-equals-impact
https://business.twitter.com/en/resources/twitter-marketing-calendar.html


Day 12: Brainstorm visuals 
People tend to associate Twitter with words. While no tweet is complete 
without pithy copy, images, GIFs, and videos especially drive a lot of the 
action on the platform. In fact, every day on Twitter videos are viewed 
more than 2 billion times. Plus, tweets with video earn 10 times more 
engagements than tweets without. Flex those brain muscles and explore 
how you can make visuals a core part of your Twitter content strategy. 

Day 13: Update your social calendar 
Keep track of your content themes, upcoming events, and creative by 
creating a social calendar. By plotting out weeks or months ahead, you 
can spot holes, repetition, or even typos ahead of time. It also provides a 
record of your posts in case you need to look back. But don’t feel locked 
in by a calendar. You can still swap posts for different dates or respond to 
timely events as they happen. 

Day 14: Strengthen your links 
At this point you probably have at least one tweet on the docket that 
includes a link to your website. Get those links tighter with UTM 
parameters. Also known as URL parameters, these predefined text codes 
are added to links to track data about website visitors and traffic sources. 
In other words, they help you measure what happens after people click on 
the links you share on Twitter. This post explains how to set them up.

Don’t worry, this won’t eat up your character count. A URL of any length is automatically 
shortened to 23 characters on Twitter.
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https://blog.hootsuite.com/how-to-create-a-social-media-content-calendar/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/how-to-use-utm-parameters/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/how-to-use-utm-parameters/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/how-to-use-utm-parameters/


You can create cards for free, but if this option is not available, you may have to add 
payment information first. 

Day 15: Create Website Cards 
Let’s get visual. Ever notice how some links get displayed differently on 
Twitter? Twitter’s Website Cards allow you to display a link to your website 
with a large image or video—rather than just a URL. As you know by now, 
visuals are attention grabbers. Cards convert them into clickable real estate.

1. To create a card, sign in to ads.twitter.com. 

2. Close the campaign objective window. 

3. Click Creatives then Cards.

Day 16: Plan to pin
The lifespan of the average tweet is about 18 minutes. Pin a tweet to the 
top of your feed to increase the visibility of an important tweet. This could 
be an important update, product release, explainer. Or it might just be 
a tweet that performed well. Try to think about a tweet’s “pin potential” 
before tweeting. Think about how you can best maximize this top-of-feed 
visibility, and make sure it checks the right boxes. 

1. Click or tap the ^ icon in the top right of the Tweet.

2. Select Pin to your profile.

3. Click or tap Pin to confirm.
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https://marketing.twitter.com/na/en/solutions/ad-format-specs/website-card
http://ads.twitter.com
https://blog.hootsuite.com/best-time-to-post-on-facebook-twitter-instagram/#twitter


Bonus activity: run a timing test. Post similar content at two different times and record 
which one performs better.

Day 17: Check the best times to post 
Time for a little recalibration. Are you tweeting at the best time? Because 
the lifespan of a tweet is so low, timing matters on Twitter. Hootsuite 
research finds that for B2B brands, between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. EST on 
Monday or Thursday, with emphasis on the 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. EST window. 
For B2C brands, the best time is usually 12 p.m. or 1 p.m. EST from Monday 
to Wednesday. 

Best time to post

 
Best time to post 

Best time to post 

Best time to post 

Best time to post
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https://blog.hootsuite.com/best-time-to-post-on-facebook-twitter-instagram/#twitter
https://blog.hootsuite.com/best-time-to-post-on-facebook-twitter-instagram/#twitter


Day 18: Schedule tweets 
With timing sorted, settle into a Twitter groove by scheduling the tweets 
lined up in your content calendar. Twitter recently made it possible to 
schedule tweets from its platform. But when it comes to scheduling tools, 
we’re a little biased.
 
Here’s how to schedule with Hootsuite: 

1. From the Hootsuite dashboard, click Compose Message.

2. Type your message and include relevant links and photos if you have them.

3. Click to select a profile from the profile picker.

4. Click the calendar icon.

5. From the calendar, select the date for the message to be sent.

6. Select the time for the message to be sent.

7. Click Schedule.

Day 19: Create Twitter lists
Clean up your feed routine with Twitter lists. Twitter lists let you organize 
followers into different categories. For example, you could create a list for 
all the industry news publishers you follow. That way you can learn about 
trends in one place. You may also want to create lists for employees, brand 
advocates, competitors, event attendees, or other categories relevant to 
your business.

Twitter list name 

Twitter list name 

Twitter list name 

Bonus activity: While you’re at it, check to see if you’re on any lists. From the Lists tab, click 
the ellipsis (...) in the upper right corner. If you are, take a closer look at the creator, name, 
description, and members.
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https://blog.hootsuite.com/twitter-lists-new-follow/


Day 20: Look for Creators 
To up your reach, let’s add another list into your rotation: Creators and 
influencers. Spend some time today researching the people who hold sway 
in your industry. Influencer tends to be synonymous with Instagram, but 
they’re a big deal in Twitter circles, too. More than 60% of Twitter users 
follow a creator. Whether or not you plan to put a partnership in the works, 
it’s still useful to know what this crowd is talking about. 

Creator name 

Creator name 

Creator name 

Creator name 

Creator name

If you do plan to collab, Twitter data shows audiences spend 24% more time watching ads 
from creators because they seem more genuine and trustworthy. As a result, ad recall 
increases by 39% and favourability rises by 41%. 

Congrats!  
You’ve completed 
your next 10 days. 

2/3
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https://blog.twitter.com/en_us/topics/insights/2018/The-Power-of-Creators-on-Twitter.html
https://blog.twitter.com/en_us/topics/insights/2018/The-Power-of-Creators-on-Twitter.html


Day 21: Improve your response time
Week three. Time to up the stakes. Since Day 6 you’ve been tracking brand 
mentions and replies. Take a look back at the average response time you 
recorded on Day 1. Notice any improvements? If not, re-evaluate the system 
you’re using. Maybe it’s time to introduce a new tool, such as Mentionlytics 
to keep track of conversations. Take some time to optimize this routine, and 
keep the momentum going by setting a new response rate challenge. 

Current response rate time 

New response rate time goal

Day 22: Hook up your accounts 
Make it easier for people to find you on Twitter with social media icons. Add a 
link to your Twitter profile to your website. Include it in your newsletter, email 
signature, and cross-promote it on other social channels. Every Facebook 
event or YouTube video is an opportunity to share your Twitter link. 

To jumpstart follows, consider using this direct link:  
twitter.com/intent/user?screen_name=[Username]

When someone clicks on it, a follow prompt will appear in their window. 

Day 23: Repackage a post 
At this point it’s time to start thinking about reps. Visit Twitter Analytics and 
have a look at your Top Tweet. Click View All Tweet Activity to see how it 
compares with your other recent tweets. Focus on the metrics that matter 
most to you. If you’re trying to promote awareness look at impressions. 
For engagement, look at engagement rate. Pick a high-performing tweet. 
Depending on its content and how recently you posted it, either retweet, 
repackage, or replicate it. 

Make this a regular part of your Twitter marketing strategy. When something works, find a 
way to keep doing it. 
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http://mentionlytics.com/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/social-media-icons/
https://analytics.twitter.com/about
https://blog.hootsuite.com/twitter-marketing/


Day 24: Run a Twitter Poll 
Let’s hit the polls today. Twitter polls tend to attract a lot of engagement. 
They’re anonymous, easy to participate in, and usually pretty fun. Even if 
engagement is not your primary goal, if you’re strategic, you can use a poll to 
your advantage. Boost reach by using a hashtag and taking a poll on a trending 
topic. Learn about audience preferences with pointed questions. Ask for 
feedback on products or content decisions. 

Twitter poll ideas

Whatever you choose, have fun with it. Humor always plays well on Twitter. 

@hootsuite
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https://blog.hootsuite.com/twitter-polls-business/
https://twitter.com/hootsuite/status/1260631186159747072?s=20


Day 25: Ask a question
Ready to go beyond the poll? With Twitter poll training under your belt, rev 
yourself up to ask an open-ended question. Questions are a great way to 
spark conversations. Run a travel company? Ask people to share their dream 
destination. A baking shop? Ask people what their favourite pastries are. 
You can even turn the question into a contest or challenge.  

Question ideas

Bonus activity: Be strategic. Do a little social listening and look at trending topics to see 
what people are already like to talk about. If this goes well, consider hosting a Twitter chat. 

@hootsuite
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https://blog.hootsuite.com/a-step-by-step-guide-to-twitter-chats/
https://twitter.com/hootsuite/status/1255563793268191234


You can also create a thread by adding to an existing tweet. Re-up a high performing 
tweet with an update. Add a reaction to a successful poll to share results. Build off your 
Pin with new info. 

Day 26: Learn how to thread
Build off of tweet engagement with a thread. Threads are a series of 
connected tweets. They can be used to parse out complex information, tell a 
story in multiple parts, or just build suspense and excitement.  
 
How to do a thread:

1. Click the Tweet button and draft a new tweet.

2. To add another tweet, click the highlighted plus icon (the icon will highlight once you 
have entered in text).

3. When you have finished adding all the tweets you plan to include, click the Tweet All.

Day 27: Create a Twitter video
If by now Twitter video is still unchartered territory for you, it’s time to give 
it a go. Video can seem intimidating and production costs can range from 1K 
to 10K. But if you have an smartphone or camera and good lighting, you have 
everything you need. Choose a format that makes sense for your brand and 
audience. Introduce your company, run a tutorial on how to use a product, or 
tell a company story. Or host a Twitter Live. 

Video ideas
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https://blog.hootsuite.com/4-key-ingredients-of-a-perfect-social-video/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/how-to-go-live-on-twitter/


Day 28: Plan a Twitter contest 
Now that you’ve laid down a strong foundation, ramp up your Twitter action 
with a social media contest. Depending on the type you choose, contests can 
be a big boost for reach, engagement, and follower count. Pick entry criteria 
that serves your goal. If it’s to increase followers, require a follow to enter. 
If it’s to increase engagement, require a comment. Want to increase reach? 
Require a retweet and a tag a friend. Or ask for a combination of the above.

Contest ideas

Find Twitter content inspiration in this post.

Learn how to create Twitter Ads in this post. 

Day 29: Try Twitter Ads 
Need a little pick me up? Twitter Ads might do the trick, especially since 
they have no minimum advertising budget. Twitter offers various ad 
formats designed to meet specific marketing objectives, from awareness 
to consideration to conversion. Promote your best tweets, threads, or 
moments, or promote your entire account.

Ads can be an effective way to seal the deal. Use Twitter targeting, or try 
other targeting tools, to zero in on prospective leads.
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https://blog.hootsuite.com/social-media-contest/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/twitter-contests/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/twitter-ads/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/twitter-ads/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/twitter-tools/


Day 30: Start reporting  
Close out your 30-Day Twitter Plan by putting a reporting routine in 
place. Tracking Twitter Analytics is the best way to gage your success on 
the platform. The more regularly you do, the better able you’ll be to spot 
and replicate what works. Slate in time to update your benchmarks at 
least once a month. If you use tools like Hootsuite Analytics, set things 
up to generate reports automatically. 

Bonus activity: Choose at least two days per month to commit to checking your Twitter 
analytics and create reminders for yourself in your calendar. Then, choose at least one other 
stakeholder to share your results with to hold you accountable. Write the dates and their 
name(s) here.

Dates

Names

Congrats!  
You’ve completed the 
30-Day Twitter Plan.
Don’t forget to go back to the first page of this 
booklet and record your new growth. Then, try a 
30-day free trial of Hootsuite.

Complete!

Start your free trial
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https://blog.hootsuite.com/twitter-analytics-guide/
https://hootsuite.com/platform/analyze
http://hootsuite.com/plans
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